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If your address has changed, or if you wish to be removed from the mailing list, or if the addressee is no longer employed by your organization, please notify PL/IMA, Hanscom AFB, MA 01731-5000. This will assist us in maintaining a current mailing list. reilectoions, also affect waveformn amlfl~itudes. In the laboratory, attenuation is usual!\y P.asrlusing ultrasonic p~ulse propagation and resonant bar techniques. For the p.-opalgvion oi* stress pulses thirotiih rock samples, attcnuation can be estimated from the ri-se-timie of the pulse on-set (Blair, 1982) or from using the spectral ratio technique (Toks6z et al .. 1979 ).
CONTENTS
Howev*er, as pointed out by Liu (1988), the rise time is strongly affected by the source thime function. The conversion from-rise timne to attenuation also assumes a specific attenuation model (e.g., constant-Q model, Kjartansson, 1979) , which may become invalid in the presence of fluid saturation (Jones, 1986). The spectral ratio method derives attenuation fromn the slope of a line fitted to the logarithmic ratio of the spectra of two waveforms. Be-cause waveformis may be affected by reflections from sample boundaries, high frequency pulses (~-I 1 Mz) and samples with large lateral dimensions are used in the measurements (Toks6z et. al., 1979) . Even so, signals may still have to be truncated to remove extra arrivals which miay significantly affect the wave spectra. Moreover, the diffraction effects of the transducer s~ource inay need to be corrected for in such measurements (Tang et al., 1990 
wi w r, a is bar radius, J,, (n = 0, 1) is the nth order liessel function, k is the exte:sic,-al w,',; veni ri 1 ber, auid
are radial compressional and shear wavenumbers, V' and V, are compressional and shear v.,locities respectively, and w is angular frequency. Although Eq. (1) gives rise to a numoer ()f extensional wave modes in the bar (Kolsky, 1953) , the fundamental mode is of the most interest to us. At very low frequencies (w -* 0), the velocity of this mode approaches E/=-p, where E is the Young's modulus and p is the density of the bar. With increasing frequency, the phase velocity of the mode decreases. Because of the change of velocity with frequency (i.e., velocity dispersion), the waveform of the mode will be distorted as the wave propagates along the bar. To demonstrate this effect, we consider the spectrum of the propagating wave at the distance x away from the source
wlrv, .,' (.) is the spectrum of the transducer source. After solving Eq. (1 ESTIMATING ATTENUATION THROUGH WAVEFORM
INVERSION
In the presence of intrinsic attenuation in the bar, the attenuation effect is taken into arcu,11:!t by ,nVtking the wavenum.ber A-(oinpl'x . as 
where Tu may be chosen as the beginning time of IV(t,x 2 ) and AT is the duration of the time section in which W(t, x 2 ) and IV(t, X2) are matched. In the inversion using synthetic waveforms, AT can include any number of cycles of the waveforms without altering the inverted value of Q,. because the waveform data are exact. For laboratory data, however.
hle measured waveforms always contain experimental errors (e.g.. random electrical noise).
ThIercfore. AT should be cho.nit as long as possible to reduce the effect due to the errori.
In ,i,,cice. AT may be chose., as 2.r 1 /I/`, which, for the shorter sample. is approxiinat,.ey tý-,-arrival time difference bet 'cen the direct arrival and the first reflection back from iic I 1w vwavc-forms are generated using the samec parameters use in Figure 
Experim-ental Procedure
IFi-ure :3 shows a diagram of the measuring systemn. A pulse generator with various sour~ce funmctions is used to apply an. excitation signal to the source transducer. Unlike most pulse transmilssion mneasuremients where a sharp source pulse is usually used, the present measuren-eiit uses a burst-sine wave source with adjustable frequencies. This is because the waveformn Figure 7 , together with a value measured cu a granlute sample using spectral ratio method around 800 kllz. ' [he ultrasonic extensional attenmat ion value was derived from the measured coinpressional and shear attenuation values.
As seen in this figure, the waveform inversion results (open circles) are quite consistent with the resonant bar results (triangles). The ultrasonic measurement (square) yields significantly higher attenuation than the two low frequency measurements, suggesting that scattering is the mechanism for attenuation at ultrasonic frequencies (Winkler, 1983; Blair, 1990 ).
71 'is may also explain why the waveform inversion results generally show slightly higlhr atlenmat~on than those of the resonant bar measurement, assuming that at the 100 kilz fiquency range there are still some scattering effects.
CONCLUSIONS
L~i.i 't :dy presents a new approach to attenuation measurements through inversion of wave- wv.avt?,orrn at, .. 4.6 , 03 .12 .14 .16 . 18 .20 .22 . 24 .2b .28 .22 IME (',*illiSec)
'ig•. re T: VWavcforis measusi.rcd from t 1w short ;and long Sicira Whitc granite bars for f,.-q(,erncies ra'nging fim .10 t ID k lI z.
Waveform Inversion Results for Sierra White Granite ,:, t aIXr (tvltanglcs). \avt.fI'lm ilw\C .
•i,, (opecii C116's), and f ll trasonic pulse propa.ga2t ion (square).
